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In the potential theory, we have two theorems called the existence theorem
concerning the potential taken with respect to real-valued and symmetric
kernels. They are stated as follows. Let K(X, Y) be a real-valued function
denned in a locally compact Hausdorff space Ω, lower semi-continuous for any
points X and Y, may be+ °o for X = Y, always finite for J φ Y and bounded
from above for X and Y belonging to disjoint compact sets of Ω respectively.
For a given positive measure μ, the potential is defined by

= \κ(X,Y)dμ(Y),
and the ^-energy of μ is defined by I Kμ(X)dμ(X).

A subset of Ω is said to

be of positive i^-transfinite diameter, when it charges a positive measure μ of
finite ^-energy with compact support, otherwise said to be of .fiΓ-transfinite
diameter zero. Let K(Xy Y) be symmetric : K(X, Y) = K(Yy X) for any points
X and y. Then we have two following theorems.
Theorem A. Let F be a compact subset of positive K-transfinite diameter,
andf(X) be a real-valued upper semi-continuous function with lower bound on F.
Then, given any positive number a, there exist a positive measure μ supported by F
and a real constant y such that
(1) μ{F)=a,
(2) Kμ(X)'^f(X) + rγ on F with a possible exception of a set of K-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(3) Kμ{X) ^ f(X) + γ on the support of μ.
Theorem B. In the above theorem, suppose the further^ conditions : K(X,
Y)>0 and inff(X)>0for
any points X and Y of F. Then, given any compact
subset F of positive K-transfinite diameter, there exists a positive measure μ supported
by F such that
(1) Kμ(X) ^ f(X) on F with a possible exception of a set of K-transfinite diameter
zero, and
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on the support of μ.

Recently, N. Ninomiya ([5]) proved the existence theorems for the
potential taken with respect to complex-valued and symmetric kernels and to
complex-valued measures, which are the extension of the above theorems in
the case of the real-valued kernels. We state them as follows. Let K(X, Y) be
a complex-valued function defined in a locally compact Hausdorff space Ω. Let
k{X, Y) = ίRK(X, Y) be a function lower semi-continuous, symmetric, may be
+ oo for X= Y, always finite for Z φ Y and bounded from above for X and Y
belonging to disjoint compact sets of Ω respectively, and n(X, Y)=^K(X,
Y)
be a finite continuous function satisfying that n(Xy Y)=—n(Y,X)
for any
points X and Y of Ω. For any compact subset F and any positive numbers a
and b, denote by 3Ji(α, F, b) the family of all the complex-valued measures
supported by F whose real parts and imaginary parts are positive measures with
total mass a and b respectively, by *$Sl{a, F) the family of all the complex-valued
measures supported by F whose real parts are positive measures with total mass
a and imaginary parts are any positive measures, by Ίfl(F, b) the family of all
the complex-valued measures supported by F whose real parts are any positive
measures and imaginary parts are positive measures with total mass b, and by
9Ji(F) the family of all the complex-valued measures supported by F whose real
parts and imaginary parts are any positive measures. For any such measure a,
the potential is defined by
Ka(X)

= \κ(X,

Y)da(Y).

Then we have two following theorems.
Theorem A'. Let F be a compact subset of positive k-transfinίte diameter,
andf(X) be a complex-valued function whose real part *$ίf(X) and imaginary part
%>f(X) are upper semi-continuous functions with lower bound on F. Then, given
any positive numbers a and b9 there exist a measure a of Ίίl(α, F, b) and a complex
constant y such that
(1) ΐRKa(X) ^ SR {f(X) + 7} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero,
(2) 3iKa(X)^$R{/(X)4- y) on the support of SRα,
(3) ^Ka(X) ^ S {f(X) + 7} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(4) %Ka{X)^{f{X) + i) on the support of $α.
Theorem B\ In the above theorem, suppose the further conditions : k(X,
Y)>0, inf 3if(X)>0 and inf $f(X)>0
for any points X and Y of F. Then,
given any positive number a such that a \ n(X, Y) \ <ϊ$f(X) for points X and Y of
F, there exist a measure a of s$fl(a, F) and a real constant y such that
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(1) ίRKa(X) ^ SR {f(X) + τ} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero,
(2) $ίKa(X)^Vi{f(X)
+ 7} on the support of ϋϊa,
(3) ^Ka(X)^^f(X)
on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(4) 3Ka(X)^Sf(X)
on the support of 3fα.
Similarly, given any positive number b such that b\n(X, Y)\ <ΪRf(X) for points
X and Y of Fy there exist a measure a of %Jl(F, b) and a complex constant γ such
that
(V) iRKa(X)^?Hf(X) on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero,
(2') ΐRKa(X) ^ SΛf{X) on the support of Stα,
(3') ^Ka(X) ^%s{f(X) + γ} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(40 $}Ka(X)£3{f(X)
+ y} on the support of 3fα.
In this paper we are going to extend these existence theorems to the
potential taken with respect to complex-valued kernels and to complex-valued
measures, under an additional condition of the continuity principle for the
adjoint kernel.
Let K(X, Y) be a complex-valued function, not always symmetric, defined
in a locally compact HausdorfT space Ω. Let k(X, Y) = K(3Ϊ(X, Y) be a function
lower semi-continuous, may be+00 for X=Y, always finite for X^Y
and
n(X, Y) = ^K(X, Y) be a finite continuous function. For any positive measure
μ, consider the adjoint potential defined by

kμ(X) = J k(X, Y)dμ(Y) = \k(Y, X)dμ(Y).
Then, we have two following theorems.
Theorem 1. Let F be a compact subset of positive k-transfinite diameter,
andf(X) be a complex-valued function whose real part ^f(X) and imaginary part
ϊ$f{X) are upper semi-continuous functions with lower bound on F, and a and b be
two positive numbers. If the adjoint kernel k(X, Y) = k(Y, X) satisfies the
continuity principle1^, there exist a measure a of 2JΪ(α, F, b) and a complex constant
y such that
(1) d\Ka{X) ^ 9ΐ {f(X) + 7} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero,
1) We say that k(X, Y) satisfies the continuity principle when for any positive measure
β with compact support, the following implication holds: (the restriction of kμ(X) to the support
of β is finite and continuous) = (kβ(X) is finite and continuous in the whole space Ω).
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(2) ίRKa(X) ^ 3Ϊ{/(X) + 7} on the support of 9tα,
(3) ^Ka(X)^^s{f(X) + 7} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(4) %Ka{X)^{f(X) + j) on the support of$a.
Theorem 2. In the above theorem, suppose the further conditions : k(X, Y)
> 0, inf $ϊf(X) > 0, and inf %f{X) > 0 for any points X and Y of F. Then, there
exist a measure a of Sΰl(F) and a real constant 7 such that
(1) ?HKa(X) ^ SR {f(X) 4- 7} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero,
(2) ϊftKa(X) ^ St{/(X) + 7} on the support of 3fo.
(3) ^Ka(X)^^f(X)
on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(4) SKa(X)^$f(X)
on the support of 3fα.
Similarly, there exist a measure a of ^(F) and a pure imaginary constant 7 such
that
(V) (SiKa{X)^(Sif(X) on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero,
(20 $ϊKa(X)^ίϋf(X) on the support of Stα,
(30 ^ t f ( ^ Q ^ S { / ( ^ Q + 7} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite diameter zero, and
(40 $Ka(X)£${f(X)
+ 7} on the support of $a.
Before we prove the theorems, we prepare some lemmas.
L e m m a 1. Let μbe a positive measure with compact support. If the adjoint
kernel k(X, Y) satisfies the continuity principle, the set E={X\kμ(X)=
+ 00} of
Ω is of k-transfinite diameter zero.
Lemma 2. Let F be a compact subset, and f(X) be a complex-valued
function whose real part *3if(X) and imaginary part ^f(X) are upper semi-continuous
functions with lower bound on F respectively, and a and b be two positive numbers.
If the real part k(X, Y) of K(X, Y) is a finite continuous function defined in Ω,
there exist a measure a of 3Jl(α, F, b) and a complex constant 7 such that
(1) ϋ\Ka(X)^ίϋ{f(X) + 7} onF,
(2) ϋiKa(X) = fft{f(X) + 7} on the support of SRα,
(3) $Ka(X)^${f(X)
+ 7} on F, and
(4) ^Ka{X)=^{f{X) + 7) on the support of$a.
Lemma 3. In above Lemma 2, suppose the further conditions : k(X, Y)>0,
inf ΪRf(X) > 0, and inf 3f(X) > 0 for any points X and Y of F and both ίϋf(X)
and 3f(x) are finite and continuous. Then, there exist a measure a ofSΰl(F) and
a real constant 7 such that
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$iKa{X)^ϋi{f(X)
+ y} on F,
$tKa(X) = 3i{f(X) + γ} on the support of ϋla,
%Ka{X)^%f(X)
on F, and
%

L e m m a 4. In above Theorem 2, suppose the further conditions : both
ΪRf(X) and^f(X) are finite and continuous. Then, there exist a measure a of
Sΰl(F) and a real constant γ such that
(1) ΐRKa(X) ^ 9ί {f(X) + Ύ} on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero,
(2) <$(Ka(X)^$ί{f{X) + 7} on the support of ΪRa,
(3) ^Ka(X)^^f(X)
on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(4) %Ka{X)^Sf(X)
on the support of $a.
Proof of Lemma 1. Let the set E be of positive Λ-transfinite diameter.
V

k(X, Y) satisfying the continuity principle, there exists a positive measure σ
such that
(a) the compact support of σ is contained in the set E, and
(b) kσ(X) is finite and continuous in the whole space Ω.
Hence we have
fkμ(X)dσ(X)=
+ <χ>, that is, fkσ(X)dμ(X) = + °o, which is a contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 2. For any positive number c, denote by m(c, F) the set
of all positive measures supported by F with total mass c. We define the
point-to-set mapping φ on the product space m(a, F) x m(b, F) into %{m{a, F)
X m(by F)) which is the family of all closed convex subsets in m(a, F) X m(b, F).
For any a = μ + ivy that is, α = (//,, v) of m(a, F)xm(b, F), φ is defined as
follows.
φ((μ, *))={(λ, τ)eifi(α, F)xm(b, F)\
f(kμ(X) - nv(X) - ϋϊf(X))d\(X) + / (kv(X) + nμ(X) = inf {f{kμ{X)-nv{X)-Kf{X))dξ{X)+

Obviously φ((μ, ^))Φφ.

$f(X))dτ(X)

f{kv

For, putting

d = iτά(f(kμ(X)-np(X)-lRf(X))dξ(X)+f(k»(X)+^^
(ξy η)^m(a, F)xm(bf F))y there exist sequences of
(a> F) and vn^m(by

F) such that
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d. As we
have vaguely convergent subnets ξnk^m(af F) and ^M;feE:m(&, F) such that
ξnf^ξo and ηnk-^ηOy there holds φ((μy v))^>(ξ0, Vo) Moreover φ((μ, v)) is upper
semi-continuous in the following sense : if nets { δ J α ^ D , a directed set} and
{ζa I a e D} converge to δ and ζ with respect to the product topology respectively,
and if 8a^φ(ζ06) for any a^D, then δ^φ(ζ).
In fact, if we put 8a = (Xa, τ Λ ),
£* = (*•*, γ Λ ), δ = (λ0, τ 0 ), and ζ = (σOy γ 0 ), we have

f(kσΛ(X) - nΎa(X) <Zf(kσΛ{X)-nyΛ(X)-ϊίif(X))dξ{X)W(*Ύ^
for any (ξ, η)^m(a, F) x w(ό, F).

By the limit process, we have

fikσlX) - nyo(X) - 3if(X))dΛ0(X) +f(kyo(X)+nσo{X) - ^f(X))dτo(X)
^f(kσo(X)-nΎo(X)-ftf(X))dξ(X)+f(k<γ0(X)+nσ0(X)-%f(X))dv(X)
for any (ξ, η)^m(a, F) x m(b, F). Then we have 8^φ(ζ).
Consequently, by
the fixed point theorem of Fan and Glicksberg ([1]), there exists an element

a = (μ, υ)em(α, F)xm(b, F) such that φ((μ, v))3(μ, v). Hence we have
f(kμ(X) - nv{X) - ΐdf(X))dμ(X)+f{kv{X) + nμ(X) - %f(X))dv(X)
^ f(kμ(X) - nv{X) - 9tf(X))dξ(X)+f{kv{X) + nμ(X) - <$f(X))dv(X)
for any (ξ, v)^m(a, F) X m(b, F). If we put
7ι = - \(kμ(X)-nv(X)-<3tf(X))dμ(X)>
and
[ (kv(X) + nμ(X)-$f(X))dp(X), we have

b J

(kμ(X) - nv{X) - 3tf(X) - jλ)dξ{X) + J (kv(X) + nμ(X) - <$f(X) - 72)dv(X) ^ 0
for any (ξ, v)^m(a, F)xm(b, F).
<

The existence of a positive measure

ξ0^

m(ay F) with f(kμ(X)~nv(X)- Sif(X)-y1)dξ0(X)<0 leads us to a contradiction
as follows. For any signed measure τ 0 supported by F with total mass zero such
that v = vJr8τ0 is a positive measure for any positive number £( <1), we have

f(kμ(X)-nv{X)-<3if(X)-7ι)dξ0{X)
+ 6f{kv{X) + nμ(X) - $f(X) - y^drlX) ^ 0.

Making £—>0, we have a contradiction. So we have
/(^(^-^(^-^/(XJ-TO^^^O

By the same way as above, we have

for any ξ^m(ay F).
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for any v^m(b, F).

f(kv(X)+nμ(X)-$f(X)-Ύ2)dv(X)^O

By these inequalities, we have
(1) kμ(X)-nv(X)^<3tf(X) + Ύ1 on F,
(2) kμ(X) - nv{X) = $lf(X) + 7X on the support of μ,
(3) kv(X) + nμ(X) ^$f(X) + γ 2 on F, and
(4) kv{X) + /zμ(X) = 3f(X) + 7 2 on the support of z>.
Consequently for a complex-valued measure a = μ + iv of 2JΪ (α, F, ft) and a
complex constant ry = 7 1 + z72> w e have
(1) ϋiKa(X)^<3i{f(X)
+ y} on F,
(2) SRif α(J?)=SH{/(J?) + γ} on the support of
(3) $Ka(X)^${f(X)
+ y} on F, and
(4) $Ka(X) = 3{f(X) + 7} on the support of
Thus the proof is completed.
Proof of Lemma 3. Putting k'{X, Y) = k(X, Y)/^f(X) and n\X, Y) =
n(X, Y)l$f(X)y
k\Xy Y) snd n'(Xy Y) are finite continuous functions, and
k'(X, Y) > 0 for any points X and Y of F. Taking a positive number a which
is less than

we have / ( ^ ( X ) + /zV(^)MK^)> 0 f o r *ny (μ, v)em(a9 F)xm(l, F). For
this positive number a we consider the point-to-set mapping φ defined on m(a, F)
Xm(l, F) into %(m(a, F)xm(l, F)) which is the family of all closed convex
subsets in m(a, F)xm(l, F). For any (μ, v)^m(a, F)xm(l, F)> φ is defined
as follows.
φ((μ, v)) = {(λ, r)^m(α, F)Xm{\, F)\
f(kμ(X) - nv{X)-f{kfv{X)+n'μ(X))dv(X)

$if(X))d\(X) +

f{k'v(X) + n'μ(X))dτ(X) = inf (f(kμ(X) - nv{X) f{k'v{X)+n'μ{X))dv{X)

^f{X))dξ{X) +

f(k'p(X)+n'μ(X))dη(X)\(ξ,

v)<am(α, F)xm(l, F))}

Obviously φ((μ, v)) is a non-empty closed convex subset and φ is upper semicontinuous as in Lemma 2. Hence, by the fixed point theorem of Fan and
Glicksberg, there exists an element (μ0, vo)e.m(α, F)xm(l, F) such that φ((μ0,
O ) 3 (μ<» "o) T h e n w e h a v e
f(kμo(X) - nVo(X) ~f(k\(X)
f(k'vo(X)+n'μo(X))dvo(X)

+ n'μo(X))dvo(X)

$ίf(X))dμo(X) +

5Ξ f(kμo(X) - nVo(X) -

f(k'Vo(X)+n'μo(X))dpo(X)-'Sϊf(X))dξ(X)+f(k>Vo(X)+n'μ(l(X))dv(X)
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for any (f, η)^m{a, F)xm(l,
Ύl

=

F). Putting

±-'f(kμΰ(X)-nvo(X)-f(k'vo(X)+n'μo(X))dvo(X).'$if(X))dμo(X)i

and

Ύ2 = f(k/v0(X) + n'μ0(X))dVo(X), we have
f(kμo(X)-nVo(X)-f(k'Vo(X)+n>μ<)(X))dp(l(X).'3ϊf(X)-Ύl)dξ(X)
f{VVΰ{X)+riμlX) - 72)dv(X) ^ 0

+

for any (ξ, J?)em(α, f ) χ » i ( l , F). By the same way as Lemma 2, we have two
following inequalities.
(1) f(kμo(X) - nvo{X) - f(k'vo(X) + n'μo{X))dvo{X). 3t/(X) - yt)dξ(X) ^ 0 for
any ξ^m(af F), and
(2) f(k'vo(X) + n'μo(X)-Ύ2)dV(X)^O
for any * e m ( l , JP).
From these inequalities we have
(1) kμo(X)-nvo(X)-y2.lftf(X)ϊ>Ύί
on F,
(2) kμo(X) — nvo(X) — y2'(3ϊf(X) =rγ1 on the support of μoy
(3) AΊ^JΓ) + n'μlX) ^ γ 2 on F, and
(4) k'vo{X) + riμo{X) = y2 on the support of v0.
By the property of the number α, 7 2 is strictly positive.
and γ = _ , we have

Putting μ = —, v = ^±
Ύ2
72

(1) kμ(X)-nv{X)^ςSif{X)
+ y on F,
(2) Λ^(j?) - nv\x) = ϋif(X) + y on the support of μ,
(3) Ai;(X) + ^ ( X ) ^ ^ / ( Z ) on ί1, and
(4) kv{X) + nM(X) = $f(X) on the support of v.
Thus, the measure a = μ + iv, and the real constant y are what Lemma 3 needs.
Proof of Lemma 4. As k(X, Y) is a lower semi-continuous function
such that inf {k(X, Y)\(X9 Y)(=FxF}=2p>0,
there exists an increasing net
{km(X, Y) \m^Dy a directed set} of finite continuous functions such that lim km
tn

(X, Y) = k(X, Y)andkm(Xy
Y)>p for any points X and Y of F. Taking a
positive number a which is less than
p mm{^f(X)\X^F}
, Y)\\(X, Y)f=FxF}'
by Lemma 3, there exist measures am =μm + ivm^.'M(a, F, 1) and real constants
ym and η'm such that
(1) kmμm(X)-nvm(X)~y^ίfif(X)^Ύm
on F,
(2) kmlim{X) - nvJX) - Ύ'm 3ΐ/(X) = γ« on the support of μm,
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(3) UmvJίX) + r(μm(X)><γ'm on F, and
(4) k'mvm{X) + riμm{X) = y'm on the support of vm.
In the first place, we are going to see the boundedness of the net {yίnltn€ΞD}.
Obviously <γ'm > 0 for any m. Supposing that lim γ4 = + °° > we can take a
m

subnet {7^. I wf e B ' , a directed set} such that vm.->v, μm.^μ> 7™.-> + °°, and
km.(X, Y) f k(X, Y) along D' for any points Xznά Y of F. kT(X, Y) satisfying
the continuity principle, we have, by the above inequality (3),
k'v(X)

+ n'μ{X)^\\m
m.

k'mymi{X)

+ Yιm n'μm(X)^Yιm
m.

7 ' = +00
m.

on F with a possible exception of a set of β-transfinite diameter zero. Then
we have that kv{X) = + o o o n f with a possible exception of a set of /j-transfinite
diameter zero, which is a contradiction by Lemma 1. Using the boundedness
of the net {741 w e D } y we can see the boundedness of the net {jm\m^D)
by
the same way as above. Consequently, considering an adequate directed set Ey
we have that y'li->y2, Ύi^Ύu μι^μo> vh-^vw and kh(X, Y) | k(X, Y) along
E. Hence we have, by the same way as M. Kishi ([2] and [3])
(1) kμo(X) — n vo(X) — fγ2 <$if(X)^rγ1 on F with a possible exception of a set
of Λ-transfΊnite diameter zero,
(2) kμo(X) — nvo(X) — Ύ2m<^f(X)^Ύi on the support of μ,0,
(3) k'vo{X) + nf μo(X) ^ 7 2 on F with a possible exception of a set of &-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(4) k'vQ{X) + n'μo(X)^Ύ2 o n the support of v0.
By the property of the number a, y2 is strictly positive. Putting μ = —, v = ^-,
Ύ2

Ύ2

and 7 = —, we have
Ύ2
(1) kμ{X) — nv(X)^(ίRf(X) + 7 on F with a possible exception of a set of&transfinite diameter zero,
(2) kμ(X) - nv{X) ^ ΪRf(X) + 7 on the support of μ,
(3) kv{X) 4- nμ(X) ^ ^f(X) on F with a possible exception of a set of &-transfinite diameter zero, and
(4) kv(X) + nμ(X) ^ 3f/(X) on the support of v.
Thus, the measure a = μ + iv, and the real constant 7 are what Lemma 4 needs.
Finally, we prove the theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1. As k(X> Y) is a lower semi-continuous function such
that— co <&(X, F ) ^ + °°, there exists an increasing net {km(X, Y)\m€ΞDy a
directed set} of finite continuous functions such that lim km(X> Y) = k(X, Y)
for any points X and Y of JF. Then, by Lemma 2, there exist measures am =
of 3JΪ(Λ, JF, i) and complex constants ym = Ύ!n + iym such that
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(1) kmμm(X)-nvm(X)^f(X)
+ < on F,
(2) kmμm(X) - nvJX) = ϋif(X) + 74 on the support of μmy
(3) krf,m(X) + n^(X)^3f(X)
+ <yi! on F, and
(4) kmvm{X) + nμm{X) = $f(X) + 7m on the support of vm.
1
By the same way as Lemma 4, there exist a measure a = μ-\-iv of 3Jl(α, F , ό)
s u c n
and a complex constant 7 = 7 1 + *72
that
ί
(1) 9ΐi£α(X):>3 ΐ{/(X) + 7} on F with a possible exception of a set of Λ-transfi
nite diameter zero,
(2) ϋlKa(X)^$t{f(X)
+ 7} on the support of 3ϊα,
(3) ^Ka(X)'^'^{f(X)J{-rγ}
on F with a possible exception of a set of Λ-transfinite diameter zero, and
(4) $Ka(X)S${f(X)
+ y} on the support of Qfα.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let { / w ( Z ) | m E ΰ } and {£ W (X)|W<ΞZ)} be decreasing nets of positive finite continuous functions on F such that fm(X) I $lf(X)
and gm{X) I $f(X).
Taking an adequate positive number «, by Lemma 4,
there exist measures am = μmΛ-ivm of 3Jl(a, F, 1) and real constants 74 and 7 ^
such that
(1) kμm(X) — nvtn(X) —fγίn/'fm(X)^rγ!n
on F with a possible exception of a set
of Λ-transfinite diameter zero,
(2) kμm(X) - nvm{X) - Ύm' fm(X) ^ 74 on the support of μm,
(3) kvm(X)-\-nμm(X)^ym'
gm(X) on F with a possible exception of a set of
Λ-transfinite diameter zero, and
(4) kvm(X) + nμm{X) ^ y'm' -gm{X) on the support of vm.
By the same way as Lemma 4, there exist a measure a = μ-\-iv of <30ΐ(JP) and a
real constant 7 such that
(1) kμ(X) — nv(X)^5t/(X) + 7 on F with a possible exception of a set of &transfinite diameter zero,
(2) kμ(X)-n v(X)^8ΐ/(-Y) + 7 on the support of μ.
(3) kv(X)+nμ(X)7> ^sf(X) on F with a possible exception of a set of Λ-transfinite diameter zero, and
(4) kv{X) + nμ(X) ^ %f(X) on the support of v.
Thus, the measure a = μΛ-iv> and the real constant 7 are what Theorem 2 needs.
The analogous arguments will give us the latter part of Theorem 2.
Corollary. Let F be a compact subset of positive k-transfinite diameter, and
f(X) be a real-valued upper semi-continuous function with lower bound on F , and a
be a positive number. If the adjoint kernel k(X, Y) satisfies the continuity principle,
then there exist a measure μ of m(ay F) and a real constant 7 such that
(1) kμ{X)^if(X)-{-Ύ
on F with a possible exception of a set of k-transfinite
diameter zero, and
(2) kμ(X) ^ f(X) + 7 on the support of μ.
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REMARK. In above Theorem 2, we can not always reduce the constant γ
to zero. We may consider the following example : let Ω be a finite space
consisting of two points Xx and X2, and ϊRK(Xy Y) and $K(X, Y) be given

by the matrices ί * Λ and (*

Λ respectively, and $lf(X) and ^f(X)

be equal

to 1 everywhere. Then, for the compact set F = Ωy we have no measure a such
that
(1) ίΛKa(X)^ffif(X)
onF,
(2) WK.a(X) = $ϊf(X)
on the support of
(3) <$Ka(X)^f(X)
on F, and
(4) $Ka(X) = 3/(-ϊ)
on the support of
Putting n(X, Y) =C$K(X, Y) = 0, we can assert that our Theorem
2 contains the existence theorem obtained by M. Kishi and M. Nakai ([2], [3]
and [4]).
REMARK.
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